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power is always available to loads, regardless of the availability of utility

Emergency backup generators perform a critical function in ensuring
power. If the emergency backup system is compromised, it may not
respond appropriately in case of an emergency. One potential failure
point within the system is the start signal wiring that runs between the
generator and the transfer equipment.
The National Electrical Code (NEC) introduced new language beginning
in 2017 related to monitoring the start signal between an emergency
(standby) generator and transfer (switching) equipment connected to the
utility. This language was added to assure that the standby generator
will start if the wiring between the generator and the transfer equipment
is compromised. Prior to these code changes, damaged, corroded,
or unconnected start signal wiring may not have been found until the
emergency occurred and the generator did not start as a result.
While NEC dictates when a system must comply, applications that do
not fall under either article can still benefit from start signal monitoring.
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NEC
ADOPTION OF 2017 AND 2020 CODES
Before we begin, it is important to note that
states adopt and enforce requirements based on
NEC. The adoption of the 2017 and 2020 codes
can vary from state to state, and from county to
county. As a result, site requirements depend on
the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ).Often the
AHJ for a site is a federal, state, or local inspector
(e.g., electrical inspector or fire marshal). The
language related to start signal monitoring was
added to Article 695: Fire Pumps and Article
700: Emergency Systems. Both articles focus on
applications where the powered load is essential
to life safety, underlying the importance of an
emergency generator providing power in case of a
utility failure.

NEC ARTICLES 695 AND 700

NEC Article 695 is written around fire pumps
which maintain water supply to building sprinkler
systems and are designed to operate when a
building fire is detected. The intent is that the
fire pump has power no matter how the system
is powered (utility or generator) so the water
supply is continuously available. NEC Article 700
is written for emergency systems, of which a
standby generator meets this definition.
This article describes the legally required
capabilities of emergency systems to maintain
life safety equipment.

ARTICLE 700.10 (D) (1-3) OCCUPANCY
REQUIREMENTS
In 2020, Article 700.10 (D) (1-3) added occupancy
requirements to clarify when emergency systems
must meet the criteria.
One or more of the following occupancy
scenarios must exist: buildings that have
assembly space for 1000 or more people,
education facilities with more than 300 people,
or the building is above 23 meters (75 feet) in
height. If any one of these is true for the site,
the code applies.

NEC 695.14 (F) AND 700.10 (D) (3)
Both NEC 695.14 (F) and 700.10 (D) (3) added
language to monitor start signal wiring integrity.
Both article sections relate to generator control
wiring methods, and in 2017 the codes stated that
control conductors installed between the transfer
equipment and the standby emergency generator
shall be kept separate from all other wiring and
that the wiring should be continuously monitored.
Clarification was added in 2020 to state that the
monitoring was for broken, disconnected, or
shorted start signal wiring. It further stated that
a “loss of integrity” in the wiring should default
to starting the generators to assure power is
available to life safety equipment.

NEC 2020 Language for Monitoring
Control Wiring
695.14 (F) Generator Control Wiring Methods
Control conductors installed between the fire
pump power transfer switch and the standby
generator supplying the fire pump during normal
power loss shall be kept entirely independent
of all other wiring. The integrity of the generator
remote start circuit shall be monitored for broken,
disconnected, or short wires. Loss integrity shall
start the generator(s).

START SIGNAL WIRING
MONITORING TRANSFER EQUIPMENT
The transfer equipment is monitoring the
availability of utility power and a start signal is
connected between the transfer equipment and
the generator. On the transfer equipment side,
the start signal is connected to a normally closed
(NC) contact and on the generator side, it is
connected to a two-wire input on the controller.
Figure 1 shows a typical setup.
The NC contact is energized to remain open
when utility is present. When a loss of power
occurs, the transfer equipment closes the
contact to signal to the generator controller to
start. Since the start signal is open when utility
is present, if the connection between the transfer
equipment and generator becomes broken or
disconnected, the issue is not detected. Likewise,
if the signal is shorted, the generator will see that
as a closed contact signal and start but does not
have a way to detect it is due to an issue with the
start signal wiring.
Figure 1

Traditional Start Signal Wiring Between
Transfer Equipment and Generator

700.10 (D) (3) Generator Control Wiring
Control conductors installed between the fire
pump power transfer switch and the standby
generator supplying the fire pump during normal
power loss shall be kept entirely independent
of all other wiring. The integrity of the generator
remote start circuit shall be monitored for broken,
disconnected, or short wires. Loss integrity shall
start the generator(s).
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700.10 (D) (1-3) Fire Protection
Emergency systems shall meet the additional
requirements in (D) (1) through (D) (3) in the
following occupancies:
1. Assembly occupancies for not less than
1,000 persons
2. Building above 23 m (75 ft) in height
3. Educational occupancies with more than
300 occupants
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WIRING CONFIGURATIONS

MONITORING START SIGNAL INTEGRITY
HOW IT WORKS

START SIGNAL WIRING

EXAMPLES OF RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER

In a basic system, monitoring consists of two
modules. One module is installed in the transfer
equipment (e.g., automatic transfer switch [ATS],
paralleling switchgear, or other transfer system
controller device). A second module is installed
on the generator. Location of installation in
each piece of equipment will vary; however, the
concepts are the same. Figure 2 shows Kohler’s
ATS module and generator (GEN) module
components.

The start signal wiring is two wires (one for
positive and the other for negative) sized
appropriately for the distance between the
transfer equipment and the generator. The two
modules are now connected in-line between
the generator and transfer equipment. The
GEN module requires power from the generator
starting battery. An ATS module is required for
each transfer equipment device and does not
require a battery power connection.

Figure 4 shows four examples of wiring configurations. Note that the GEN module is used as the
receiver and the ATS module is used as the transmitter. The monitoring of the signal requires both
modules as a set between the transfer equipment and each generator. The GEN and ATS modules
are designed to mount on DIN rails within their respective equipment.

GEN Module

ATS Module

Alarm Output

Between GEN Module and Generator Controller
(as shown) or Customer System as needed
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ATS Module

ATS
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Example System - ATS and Paralleling Switchgear
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Example System - ATS and Master Control Panel
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Figure 3 – Module Wiring

Example System - Paralleling Switchgear

Example System - Multiple ATS
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A visual annunciator is included for each ATS
connection on the GEN module so the system
status can quickly and easily be assessed. An
LED light illuminates to show the following colors
and corresponding system status per channel.
See Figure 3.

Additional System Wiring Configurations

Paralleling Switchgear

In Kohler’s UL-listed solution, each GEN module
has the capacity to connect with up to 8 transfer
devices. Therefore, in a system of one generator
and 16 transfer switches, two GEN modules will
be installed at the generator and one ATS module
would be installed in each ATS for a total of 16
ATS modules installed. In addition to the start
signal monitoring, the GEN module also has the
capability for an alarm output to the generator
controller or another annunciation point for the
customer. Figure 3 shows a basic system of a
generator, an ATS, and the connections.

Figure 2 – Module Components

Figure 4
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2 Wire Start Signal

Between ATS Module and GEN Module

2 Wire Start Signal

Between ATS Controller and ATS Module
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2 Wire Start Signal

Between GEN Module and Generator Controller
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EXAMPLES OF RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER

KOHLER ADVANTAGES

SUMMARY

See Figure 5 for examples of mounting locations that make them easy to install where they are
protected from the environment.

CONTINUOUS MONITORING

The recent NEC requirements for monitoring
start signal integrity were made to assure
emergency backup reliability—especially for
life safety needs. Kohler has a long-standing
history of providing reliable power for more
than a century.

Figure 5

Installing the Modules

GEN Module

ATS Module

The KOHLER® start signal monitoring system
continuously monitors the start signal to detect
immediately when an issue occurs. With the
ability to detect eight individual transfer inputs,
the source of the issue can be quickly identified
and corrected.

EASY TO INSTALL
The system is easy to install and can be
added to existing power systems already
installed at a site. The system takes advantage
of the traditional outputs and inputs available
on equipment and does not require any
additional wires or inputs on the generator
controller. By using the normally closed contact,
the system retains the fail-safe operation
provided by a normally closed contact in
the transfer equipment.
End Stop Clip

DIN Rail
End Stop Clip

GEN Module

DIN Rail

ATS Module

Be sure to work with your local KOHLER
distributor or dealer to equip your system
with the start signal monitoring system for
additional reliability in healthcare, high-rise
buildings with fire pumps, educational
facilities, and many other applications.

ALARM SYSTEM BRINGS AWARENESS
An added benefit with the KOHLER solution is
the ability to use the alarm output of the GEN
module to annunciate the issue and bring
awareness. While a loss of signal integrity will
start the generator, it is essential that a person
know of the signal issue so it can be fixed.

TOTAL SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Kohler can provide total system integration
with this start signal monitoring solution to
complement a full range of generators,
controls, automatic transfer switches, and
paralleling switchgear. You can rest assured
that all system components will work together.
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A global force in power solutions since 1920, Kohler Co. is committed
to reliable, intelligent products; purposeful engineering; and responsive
after-sales support. Kohler Co. is among the world’s largest manufacturers
of industrial generators. The company has 100 years’ experience in
industrial power and benefits from global R&D, manufacturing, sales,
service, and distribution integration.
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